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The problem is solved concerning the vibrations of an infinite elastic, con - 
stant-thickness plate covering the boundary of an anisotropic elastic half-space. 
It is assumed that there is no friction between the plate and the half-space 
boundary, but constant normal and tangential forces act in the plane of the 
plate. Nonstationary vibrations are caused by shock loads acting on the plate, 
which results in the appearance of three kinds of plane shocks in the elastic 

anisotropic half-space, behind whose fronts the solution is constructed by 
using ray series [ 11. 

1. We take the direction of the constant forces Nil, N,, acting in the plane 
of the plate as the Z1, 5s axes, respectively, and the normal to the plate as the axis 

2s. The system of equations describing the plate vibrations and the dynamic behavior 

of the anisotropic half-space has the form 

(1.1) 

6.. . = pi”, 
11, f (Jij’ = hiinalV7n, 1 (1.2) 

Here w is the plate deflection, D is the cylindrical stiffness, h is the thickness, 
E is the elastic modulus, Y is the Poisson’s ratio, pi is the density of the plate 

material, q (xl, z,, t) is the pressure of the half-space on the plate, (3ij are the 

stress tensor components, p is the density of the half-space material, vi are corn - 
ponents of the displacement velocity vector, hijmc are isothermal stiffness coeffic- 
ients of the anisotropic material, the Latin subscripts take on the values I, 2, 3 while 
the Greek subscripts take on I, 2 and the points denote the derivative with respect to 
the time t, the subscript after the comma denotes the derivative with respect to the 
appropriate coordinate. 

At the initial instant, let a velocity dependent on the coordinates x1, x2 

w It+ = 0, w’ I,=, = a’ (x4 

be communicated to points of the plate, 
Let us seek the quantity q in the form 

OD 1 
4 = j& F(k) @a) tk 

k=o 

(1.3) 

(1.4) 

where (F(k) are unknown functions ). 
A sudden application of pressure to the boundary of the anisotropic half-space re- 

sults in the generation of plane shocks behind whose fronts the desired functions 2 (s&t) 
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are represented by power series in t - Xso$) > 0, i. e., 

.z@) (xa, t) = 2 + V!‘;k,l (t - $)k 
h=o 

(1.5) 

Here EZ$!J are jumps in the k -th order time derivatives of the functions z(n) 

(&, t) on the shock fronts, i. e. 1 for t = x&$ the subscript n indicates the or - 

dinal number of the wave. 
To determine the coefficients of the ray series (1.5) of the required functions 

oil, ui , let us differentiate the equations of the system (1.2) k times with respect 
to time t , and take their difference on different sides of the wave surface. We con - 
sequently obtain 

(1.6) 

Taking account of the compatibi~ty condition for the discontinuities of the(k-E 1) 

(1.7) 

(1.8 f 

Here Vi is the normal to the wave surface, (ji, is the Kronecker symbol, C(n) is 
the velocity of shock propagation, 6[Z] / St = lim [([Z], - [Z],) / At] as At 

-+O, where El, is the value of the jump in the quantity 2 at some point &i 

of the wave surface z (% while [Z], is the value of the jump at the point of 
intersection with the surface Z (t + At) of a vector normal to the surface 2 (t) 

at the point M [ZJ . 
We obtain from (I.. 8 ) for a jump of zero order 

o!;n,) [u&y] = 0, c(n) [CT\;)] vj = - pc&, [up] 

It hence follows that the quantities PC& are principal values, while the vectors 
[v$)] are corresponding principal directions of a symmetric tensor of the second rank 

h i jml VjVl- 
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Taking into account that 

hijnirvjl’l = ~ PC~~, ZI”i~‘, Oln,)ZIn’ = 0, Olnm)Zi(” = P (Ct, - Cam,) 1~' 

j=l 

(f # 4 
where I!“) 1 are unit vectors of the principal directions, we find from (1.8 ) 

Limiting ourselves henceforth to three terms of the ray series for the desired func - 
tions , we obtain from (1.9) for k = 0, 1, 2 : 

v@* *) = f(,) @Lx), (0) 
U{zj f, = 0 (n # f )t $j n, = g(,) (Ya) + (1.10) 

B$ff) = _ ’ 2 (%f) _ 
bgs “bk”. “) C2 

C(n)aap 
(f) 

P @f) -c;L,,) p qf)- c&, 11 
+ 

2 
3 

(n) 

c 

b'B"> &-)b$&?) 

P2 @f) - c&q) g=l I? 
(n# f) 

(69 

(g+n) 
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Here fm7 g(n), km) are derivatives of functions of two arguments 
y, = zr - b,(“* n, (2p+)) -9, y, = z2 - b,(“l n, (2pqq)-lt. 

Knowing the quantities v(k) (*, f, we determine 

then, for k equal to k - 1, we find [($&)I yj from (1.8 ). Moreover, by using 
the series (1.5 1, we compute the components of the displacement vectors Ui and the 
forces Ui jYj behind each shock-front 

3 

up = 
c 
k=l 

+[#k-~~] (t - $) 

(n) a*j Yj = 2 + I’$)(k,] vj (t - $)k 

kc3 

and summing these series with respect to n from I to 3, we obtain 

3 3 

r.Ji = 3 up, (-JiiVj = 2 c$)Vj 

?I=1 ?a=1 

(1.11) 

(1.12) 

The arbitrary functions ftn), g(,), kt,, in (1.12 ) are determined from the con - 
diffonthat UajVj = 0, UajVj = q for z3 = 0 . Hence, taking account of (1.4), 
(1.8),(1.10)-_(1.12), wefind 

Here 

f(n) txa) = - B(,)~(,,~ g(n) txa) = - p(n)F(l) - %?‘F(o), a 

‘(n) txa) = - fi(nJF(2) - %‘F(l), a - $l!F(o), ag 

(1. 13) 

G&, = - PC(,) &#“) + -!__ @“* “) b’B”> “)$‘) _ 1 hijml (vjxI, B + 
4PC(lI) 2PC(Tl) 

a 

Aij is the cofactor to the elements of the matrix 6 = 11 ii(j) (I. 

By using (1.13 ) we obtain the expression for Ui in terms of F(o) , Ft,,, Ft,). 
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The unknown functions F(a), F(I), F(s) are found from the condition of continuity of 
the normal displacements of the plate and anisotropic half-space for zs = 0. From 

this condition we have 

ta 
Iu= - w(o)t - W(l) - t- P&O), a) 2 - 

@s&2, + P~ha + %c&o),aP) $ 

(1.14) 

Since w is the plate deflection, then (1.14) can satisfy the initial conditions (1.3 ) 
and the plate vibrations equation (1.1). The initial conditions are satisfied if we set F(s) = 

-wo’hs -1. In order to satisfy the vibrations equation, (1.14 ) must be substituted into 

(1.1) and terms with identical powers of t must be equated. We consequently obtain 

2&?!zw’ 
is2 

A&_ + DAAw; 
0, a - hssplh 

Knowing F(O), F(I), F(s) we find the required deflection W by means of (1.14 ) . 

2 . Let us assume that the half- space material is a hexagonal zinc crystal [ 3 1, In this 

case, two principal values of the symmetric tensor &,,,,l v jvr coincide @(I? = 
pc(s)s = h,,,,), and their corresponding principal values lie in the plane %$s (the prin- 

cipal direction corresponding to the third principal value ~)c(s)’ = 3Lssss coincide with 

the axis 2s). 
Considering the X19 X2, X3 axes to be the principal axes, we find 

l!i’ = 1 l!j’ = () (i # j) b’Y. (J) = @ 3) = 0 

$1 3, L ,:,) = @’ (h1s13 ; hI;sa). &$) = haiai 
(2.1) 

a 
& 2) 

= a21 (2J) = &a, a21 
(19 2) = & 1) = &s 

acyLa@&l)= 
%3 
tv.3) = .fdW = &i) = &i) = 0 

Taking account of the relationships (2.1) , we obtain from (1.9 ) 

$j') = fc3,tXa), Vl~j ” = “~~j 3’ = 0, Ul~j ” = fob) (Xa) 

v{tj3) z g(3)txJ + + f(3), mtY 

(2.2) 

vEjB' = - c(3jbf(3), f$ 
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“{ij ‘) = - bC(3)g(3), p - c(3) & f(3) aapt 
,’ ’ 

“{ij ‘) = c(lfbg(a), a + * (d + L212) f@), (.@fi t 

u’cii”’ = k(B) (xa) + $- W,,), r&3 + J-g(p), cY.J t + 

g@ (d -I-- 2b212)f(a),a@y + ~~212f(i3),ams} t2 

a = be + hs13, b = (~3333 - &313)-le 

d = h,,, + h12, - be, e = h313 + 3Lu33 

v&y) = [U$(,)], @)") = [vg;(&)] 

The subscripts 3, 1 in the last two relationships correspond to waves being prop- 

agated at the velocities C(s), C(r). 
The arbitrary functions f+), g(,), kp) are defined thus 

F (0) 
- f(3) = - pct3) ’ 

F(l) f(p) = 0, q3) = - - 
PC(S) 

%) = - 

C(l)U + b) 

PC(S) 
F(O)* B 

(2.3) 

4s) = 
1 

-i 
F(o) au 

- - F(2) + A 
PC(S) PC(S) I ( 

C(3) + - hlssb) + c(I)(~ + b)(~lls, - bssb) I) 
k(B) = - C(I)(l + b) 

PC(S) 
F(l), f 

By using (2.2 ), (2.3 ), (1.1) , we write the plate deflection in the form 
F (0) wz-- 

1 E'(l) t2 _ 1 t - -- 
PC(S) 2 PC(S) 

6pco (42) + ~F(O)>acJ t3 
(2.4) 

1 
8 = - C(3) 2 

PC(S) L ( 
a - h133b) + ~(1 + 4L33 - 

C(lF(3) @(I + 4 (C(3) - C(l))] 

~(3) = - pq3po’, 
Py3) . 

F(I) = - wo 1 0 
F(t) = 

P3C&) 
- p-woe+ 

PC(s) DAAw; + ~~~~~y,,~~ + -y-~- 
p,h 

“(‘) Naaw;, ap 

If 

wo ’ = v. sin 1,x, sin 1,x, (ua, l,, 1, = con&), iv,, = 0 
then 

f-f& + r 

r = --D (112 + 122) + (Nl142 + N22122) 

The dependence of the dimensionless deflection W* = WC(~) (v,h)-r on the dimen- 
SiOnleSS time t* = tQ~~~-’ is represented in Fig. 1. Curves 1 - 4 correspond to the 
following values of P* = rl~p~-~c(,)-? 11.19, 2.19, -0.81, -3.81. 
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The ratio W-1 was assumed to equal 0.9. 

D 0.5 I t* 

Fig. 1 

It is seen that the plate deflection depends on the sign of the quantity r*: for positive 
r* (this corresponds to an excess of the normal forces over the Euler critical value [ 41) it 

grows monotonically with time, and for negative r* it passes through a maximum. 
Therefore, if w,,’ (z~) is a continuous function differentiable an infinite number 

of times in the whole qzs plane, then the problem of plate vibrations can be solved 
completely by using ray series. 

If the initial velocity ( initial stress ) applied to the plate has one or more lines of 
discontinuity on which the initial velocity itself ot its derivatives of any order vary by a 
jump, then the method elucidated is inapplicable. This is associated with the displacement 
of lines ofdiscontinuity both along the plate (at an infinite velocity) and along the half- 
space boundary (at the Rayleigh wave velocity), which is not taken into account by the 

solution obtained. 
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